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Electrical monitoring – AC SURVEY 
 
We specialize in monitoring all types of equipment using different sensors. 
 
We have realized that the only real request for remote monitoring is to ensure that there is or not power on the 
circuits to be monitored. 
 
Generally, these are specific circuits for which - in the event of failure - this has significant consequences. For 
example: fridg / freezer, swimming pool, cameras, etc.. 
 
AC SURVEY  :has 

- 3 entries that connect to the 3 circuit breakers to monitor ; 
- 1 output to activate a relay to drive any 230V AC equipment (10A). 

 
AC SURVEY is provided with a battery of a 2 -day autonomy, constantly recharged as long as there is power in 
the electrical panel. 
 
AC SURVEY sends : 

- An SMS in the event of a power defect according to the defective circuit, and then 5’ later if the defect 
persists; 

- SMS can be sent to 3 different recipients. 
 
 
 

 

 

 



 

KeepIoT® : One brand ... Several solutions 

In order to avoid loss of resources, reacting quickly in the event of a problem is absolutely necessary and this in various 
fields.  

It all starts with the management of equipment and energy control. 
KeepIoT® offers several solutions including various connected sensors with sending alerts to your mobile in real time. 

 
Top reviews ☺ 
 

In another field, Keepiotcool® equips the Horeca sector, establishments aware of the quality challenges of the cold chain. 
Avoid waste of food and have the guarantee of offering healthy raw materials motivate the choice of a simple, economical 
and efficient solution. 
 

 

We therefore offer our solutions to the cold, garden, swimming pool, safety sectors 
because all the sensors are addable to perform an ALL-IN-ONE solution. 
 

A PARTICULAR NEED, CONTACT US 
… WE REALIZE PROJECTS … 
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